The Dean’s Honour Roll recognises outstanding academic excellence in a student’s program of study within the BEL Faculty.

The Dean’s Honour Roll is awarded to the top 10% of students graduating from BEL undergraduate programs (excluding the LLB) and BEL Masters programs. For students in a dual degree with the LLB or another Faculty, only the courses which apply toward the non-LLB or BEL component of the dual program are considered.

IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN AN UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Paul CHEW
Ting Hui CHIN
Wen Xin GOOI
Zhan Ming LEE
Jenna NASH
Zhi Qi PHAY
Thanaraj R
Chris RIEGER
Natsuko TATENO
Tiffany TRINH

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF ARTS
Jessica AHMET
Ranyhyn AKUI
Erin FOGARTY
Vanessa LYNCH

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
Thomas RYAN

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS
Jake EDWARDS

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF LAWS
Ryan BROWN
Lisa LEE

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Paul CHEW
Ting Hui CHIN
Wen Xin GOOI
Zhan Ming LEE
Jenna NASH
Zhi Qi PHAY
Thanaraj R
Chris RIEGER
Natsuko TATENO
Tiffany TRINH

BACHELOR OF COMMERCIAL LAW
John DEGUERRE
Federica ERCOLI
Sarah ESCHNER
Timothy GALL
Riccardo Domenico
GEPPERT

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE
De Yu ANG
Bogdan BORUNGE
Hang CHEN
Alfonsus Maria Bagus DWIAJI
Shiao San HEE
Matthew KHONG
Victor LEE
Yi Ling LIEW
Wei Li LIM
Yinzhi LIN
Xiaojun SHEN
Nicholas SILIATO
Yee Tao SIM
Pui Shan TAN
Derek TEO
Ying Wei WOO
Yujun WU
Jing Li YEOH
Ke YU
Li ZHANG

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE/ BACHELOR OF ECONOMICS
Katherine BISCHOF
Maggie TSAI

BACHELOR OF INTERNATIONAL HOTEL AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Harriet DAIR
Colin MCCAULEY
Solomon ECUYER
Md. Raquibul HOSSAIN
Peter KENT
Adam KRAMER
Christopher MAYCOCK
Clive MINCHIN
Mathew PLATTZ
Noel ROBERTS
Sarah ROBERTS
Benjamin SHEEHAN
Duncan STOVELL

BACHELOR OF LAW
Rebecca ALCOCK
Maree GRIFFITHS
Michael KRAKAT
Youngwon Constance LEE
Rhys LLOYD-MORGAN
Richard PEGG

IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN A POSTGRADUATE PROGRAM

MASTER OF BUSINESS
Tara CHANDRASEKHAR
Joan DEGUERRE
Federica ERCOLI
Sarah ESCHNER
Timothy GALL
Riccardo Domenico
Geppert

MASTER OF COMMERCIAL LAW
John DEGUERRE
Federica ERCOLI
Sarah ESCHNER
Timothy GALL
Riccardo Domenico
Geppert

MASTER OF COMMERCE
De Yu ANG
Bogdan BORUNGE
Hang CHEN
Alfonsus Maria Bagus DWIAJI
Shiao San HEE
Matthew KHONG
Victor LEE
Yi Ling LIEW
Wei Li LIM
Yinzhi LIN
Xiaojun SHEN
Nicholas SILIATO
Yee Tao SIM
Pui Shan TAN
Derek TEO
Ying Wei WOO
Yujun WU
Jing Li YEOH
Ke YU
Li ZHANG

MASTER OF BUSINESS (ADVANCED)
Andrew SAAMi
Palacios
HIDALGO

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
James BUONOPANE
Kirsten DAVIES
Philip DOOLEY
Jonathan JOHNSON
Lindsay SPRINGSALL
Nigel JAMES
Matthew MULLER
Tina JANAMIAN
Erin LEWIS
Anita TONG
Angelina TONG

MASTER OF COMMERCIAL LAW
John DEGUERRE
Federica ERCOLI
Sarah ESCHNER
Timothy GALL
Riccardo Domenico
Geppert

MASTER OF ECONOMICS
Shannon DUNCAN-ROSS
Angelina TONG

MASTER OF ECONOMICS (ADVANCED)
Sujian DING

MASTER OF ECONOMICS (DEVELOPMENT)
Yuguo ZOU

MASTER OF ECONOMICS (FINANCE)
Jingtao ZHOU

MASTER OF ECONOMICS (FINANCE (ADVANCED))
Eugene ZHOU

MASTER OF LAWS
Rebecca ALCOCK
Maree GRIFFITHS
Michael KRAKAT
Youngwon Constance LEE
Rhys LLOYD-MORGAN
Richard PEGG

MASTER OF PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Rebecca CLEMMEY
Stephen HOLLAND